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Session 8: Export and Production Runner 
 

At the end of this lesson participants will be able to: 

• Use the export command in a batch application 

• Use production runner to run multiple applications together 

 

Export from logic 
In the previous workshop we used the Export Data tool to export data from CSPro to other packages 

such as Excel, Stata, SPSS and R. This tool can handle most export cases but particularly complex 

scenarios, it is possible to write your own export program by creating a batch application that calls the 

export command in logic. 

As an example, lets export the Popstan census data into 3 files: 

1) Household records only 

2) Fertility section, including line number, only for women 12 and over 

3) Person record without fertility items 

 

We could not do this with a single run of the Export Data tool but it can be done using the export 

command in a batch application. We start by creating a batch edit application using the Popstan Census 

Dictionary. To get the initial code for our export, the easiest way is to run the Export tool, setup the 

export settings we want and then choose "Copy logic to clipboard" from the Options menu. This puts 

logic for an export with the parameters chosen onto the clipboard. If you paste this logic into your batch 

edit application, your batch application will now do the export using the settings you selected. 

 

We can then modify the generated logic to export fields from the person record twice: once for the 

fertility items and once for the remaining items from the population record. 
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PROC GLOBAL 

 

NUMERIC rec_occ; 

 

FILE file_PERSON; 

FILE file_FERTILITY; 

FILE file_HOUSING; 

 

PROC POPSTANCENSUS_FF 

 

PROC QUEST 

PreProc 

    set behavior() export (CommaDelim, ItemOnly, ANSI); 

 

    For rec_occ in RECORD PERSON do 

        EXPORT TO file_PERSON 

        CASE_ID(PROVINCE, DISTRICT, VILLAGE, EA, UR, BUILDING, HU, HH) 

        LINE, P02_REL, P03_SEX, P04_AGE, P05_MS, P06_MOTHER, P07_BIRTH, 

P08_RES95, P09_ATTEND, P10_HIGH_GR,  

P11_LITERACY, P12_WORKING, P13_LOOKING, P14_WHY_NOT, P15_OCC, P15A_OCC, 

P16_IND, P16A_IND, P17_WK_STATUS,  

ECON_ACTIVE; 

 

        if P03_SEX = 2 and P04_AGE >= 12 then 

            EXPORT TO file_FERTILITY 

            CASE_ID(PROVINCE, DISTRICT, VILLAGE, EA, UR, BUILDING, HU, HH) 

            LINE, P18_BORN, P19_LIVING, P20_BORN12, H04_FLOOR; 

        endif; 

    Enddo; 

 

    EXPORT TO file_HOUSING 

    CASE_ID(PROVINCE, DISTRICT, VILLAGE, EA, UR, BUILDING, HU, HH) 

    H01_TYPE, H02_WALL, H03_ROOF, H04_FLOOR, H05_ROOMS, H06_TENURE, H07_RENT, 

H08_TOILET, H09_BATH, H10_WATER,  

H11_LIGHT, H12_FUEL; 

 

You can also use export from batch to export calculated and recoded variables. For example, if wanted 

to export the complete plumbing variable that we used in our tables we could add a working storage 

dictionary to our batch application, add the complete plumbing variable to the working storage 

dictionary and add logic to set the variable before we export it. 

 

Group Exercise 

 

Create a batch application that exports the person record from the Popstan census data into two files: 

one containing only women and one containing only men. 
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Production runner 
Production runner is a tool that lets you run multiple applications together in sequence.  

For example, to produce tables for the Popstan census from the raw data file you now have to first run 

the edits (twice to initialize the hot decks), then run a second batch application to add weights and then 

run the tabulation application to generate the tables. Production runner allows us to combine all of 

these steps together so that they can all be run with a single click.  

Start production runner from the tools menu in CSPro. To create a new sequence of applications to run, 

click on the "Add Group" button. We will create a group named "All". Then we will create child groups 

under "All" for each of the steps in our production. Then we drag and drop the pff files for each of the 

steps onto the group for that step. 

 

Before we can launch our production run, we first have to make sure that the program at each step is 

configured to use the data file from the output of the previous step. To make this easier we can put all 

the data files in a single data folder and name them for the step that produces them. 
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To launch the production run, select the group "All" and click the "Run" button. This runs each of the 

steps in order. This will run all of the batch applications and the tabulation application to generate 

tables from the edited and weighted data. 

We can save our production runner specification so that we can easily run it again later by clicking on 

the "Save Spec" button. This allows us to rerun the entire process as often as we want. 

 


